
  
 
 
September 13th, 2018 
 
Mr. Smeeta Antony 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
 
RE: TSCM and Electronic Harassment Report  
 
It certainly was a pleasure to serve your security and TSCM needs by allowing us to 
conduct this intrinsic residential electronic investigation for you. As promised, we hereby 
submit this written TSCM report for your review based upon the outcome of our services.  
 
Immediate Response Outcome: 

NO SURREPTITICIOUS, ILLEGAL EAVESDROPPING DEVICES OR OTHER VARIOUS 
FORMS OF ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT DEVICES WERE LOCATED DURING THE 
TIME OUR TSCM SERVICES WERE PERFORMED. Both Cell devices and the client’s 
newest laptop device were inspected thoroughly, and while some certificate settings were 
altered to reduce potential hazards, there was no monitoring software or viruses present.  A 
sustained rotary firewall application was installed, which attacks invasion immediately.     

 
OBJECTIVE 
 
According to a TSCM sweep that was performed on you, we conducted a constructive 
electronic evaluation for you. Our directive was to verify if there were any previous, current 
or potential indications of any illegal electronic eavesdropping devices and/or harassment 
devices. We also checked for illegal physical and remote electronic surveillance devices 
and dangerous electronic devices as well.  None were discovered within the premises.       
 
• Invasion of Privacy & *Electronic Harassment 
• Internal Intrigue/Martial Surveillance 
• Strategy Spying 
• Media Snooping 
• Mysterious Leaks 
• Personal Privacy Concerns 
 
SERVICES PERFORMED:     
 
Physical Inductive Search:  
 
Known to be paramount in any counter-measures service, the physical search is very 
important in the possible discovery of hidden and latent surreptitious devices  
used for eavesdropping.  We consistently searched the conditions of your physical area(s). 
All tables, chairs, walls, Cell Phones, Laptop/Desktop PC’s and general areas were 
physically and electronically analyzed.    
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Radio Frequencies (RF) Signal Analysis Instrumentation    

Many eavesdropping devices transmit: audio / video / computer / fax information via radio 
waves. A technique pioneered by us is used to detect these emissions. We combed the 
radio-frequency spectrum with custom designed, government-level surveillance receivers, 
and process detected signals in real-time. Final result…No novice or sophisticated audio / 
data / video or surveillance devices were revealed at your property. 
 

RF Audio Detection resulted in the following:  

Battery, AC, DC, and Solar powered transmitters were searched for at length. 

Covert radio transmitters (FM/AM novice devices, carrier current, voice activated RF 
transmitters, crystal controlled UHF/VHF, burst transmitters, digital voice recorders, analog 
micro cassette recorders, relay switches, parallel and series transmitters, IR “Infrared” 
transmitters, telephone modifications, hard wired microphones, hidden amplified 
microphones, shotgun and spike microphones, Infinity transmitters, tone generated 
Inductive telephone and fax relays. voice, pressure, semi-conductors, and timer activated 
radio transmitters were searched for as well. 

 

Ms. Antony presents a unique challenge to this investigator, as she has manifested several 

recorded episodes which appear to show her conversing with (or perhaps being overtaken 

by?) another perspective.  I hesitate to refer to this other manifestation as an entity, as that 

would indicate a spiritual or disembodied force, but the interaction we witnessed, and 

which I witnessed in several additional recordings during my visit, indicates a serious 

neurological disruption, one we have only witnessed a handful of times before.   

 

As in other cases, the Client has been assaulted by both neurological and physical 

aberrations that have been linked in the past as visible side effects of extensive exposure to 

ELF, or extremely low frequency, transmissions.  This case appears to be primarily 

Physical in nature, with the other issues being exacerbated by the Client’s surrounding 

environment.  Ms. Antony was exonerated from an initial diagnosis of Schizophrenia by 

her current therapist and medical practitioners, but the manifestations of this parallel 

personality somewhat mirror some symptoms of both that and DID, or Disassociative 

Identity Disorder, but this assertion has also been medically and psychologically rejected.  

 

What sets this case apart from thousands of others is the definitive detection of certain 

wavelengths known to emanate from devices known as Modulators.  Used for surveillance 

operations primarily by Federal police and Military agencies, these devices emit ELF and 

high-frequency pulses simultaneously, in order to decipher speech, ascertain a three 

dimensional layout of the structure under surveillance, emit a pulse to confuse, sicken or 

otherwise disorient the inhabitants of the said structure, and allow, through a glass-

resonance technique using higher-spectrum lasers similar to Echolocation, for a fully 3-D 

representation of everything, and everyone, inside, and has in the rarest cases such as this, 

been witnessed to induce speech and behavior far outside the normal patterns of behavior.  

There were seven different hits in this spectrum (see below), and the interration rates 

suggest not a mounted or road-mobile unit, but rather an air-bound, or drone-like, pattern.  

Now, there is consternation as to whether these drones and their modulation beams would 
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be directed at the client intentionally, but whether or not that is the case is irrelevant.  

Current primary theories include DEA or ATF operations in the area, a similar one being 

conducted by State police or perhaps someone in the area using a pirated or purchased 

model.  These devices are made by the largest defense contractors in the world, and we 

have seen some fall into private hands through private transaction or “deep” web sites such 

as the infamous Silk Road.  As such, the possibility of someone using an unregistered or 

illegal device to torture our client cannot be immediately dismissed, but at this time we 

have not determined the situation as such. 

 

Another big part of the modulation theory has to do primarily to the physical effects felt by 

Ms. Antony.  She showed both past and present evidence of severe but localized burning, a 

phenomena we have witnessed in more than 1,000 cases as of this date.  This can include 

large burn lesions that leave very severe scars, as well as severely intense and painful 

subdermal blistering (which leaves almost no indication on the surface).   

 

In addition, the client has suffered severe pain and unwelcome stimulation in the area of 

her reproductive organs.  These have included a feeling of intense tightness, unprovoked 

ejaculation, painful feelings mimicking penetration, and orgasms for no clear reason at all.  

Again, no medical explanation was viable.  She produced numerous organized reams of 

medical and therapeutic documentation.  After reading through them with her, it is rather 

clear that some of the best medical professionals in the country cannot seem to determine 

exactly what is medically wrong with our client, if anything.  As such, more esoteric 

exercises are in order, and the client has been sent the equipment necessary to begin 

fortifying against the microwave wavelength ELF transmissions.  At this time, these are the 

methods with which we have attained the most success.   

 

In the past we have been able to neutralize this effect through a combination of 

static/electrical field equalization and neutralizing materials that specifically kill (in this 

case Microwave) radiation, such as aluminized mylar, bauxite, tungsten, and other rare 

earth metals.  We have deployed the same technique here, in the hopes of cutting the link 

making the behavior and the physical effects possible.  We have hopes this will at least 

alleviate the symptoms of this condition, as we have met with spectacular results in the 

past, but the process generally takes between three and four weeks for the subject to revert 

to their previous physical and mental circadian rhythms.    

 

The Client’s home is located in a crossfire between a privately-owned Cell tower with no 

less than sixteen broadcast modules for carrier-wave generation, and an AEGIS military 

radar facility within 36 miles.  The cell tower is within 1.8 miles of the Client’s home, which 

past experience has shown is well within range to affect those who are hypersensitive to 

such frequency ranges.  This appears to be an ancillary issue for the Client, as she appears 

to be physically susceptible to ELF transmission in the lower microwave band emitted by 

the towers as a hybrid wave in their carrier transmissions. 

 

Readings in the 260 MHz and -320 MHz were detected at location, which was taken using a 

Lexmark Triple-Axis RF Meter, a Milligauss detector, and a miniaturized Spectrograph, in 

order to discern differing transmission and avoid contamination or overlap.  The readings 
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were indicative of a hybrid Carrier/MW signal, intermitent but present at an Interration 

rate of roughly 7 to 10 seconds.  This is indicative of a dual-frequency pulse that was sky-

based, as portable ground units or fixed models have longer reset rates. 

 

A 1200 – 1800 Mv/M reading was recorded throughout the property.  Multiple sweeps were 

conducted..  Further analysis determined that the emanation of the strongest transmission, 

949.6 MHz, could be triangulated to a cell tower that is 1.8 miles from the client’s property. 
 

Despite the absence of any spy devices, Investigator #380 has found saturation in the 

surrounding area of the property.  Electromagnetic spikes were detected around the entire 

perimeter of the property, likely from high-tension power lines.  RF waves in the 25 to 60 

Hz range were detected upon multiple scans, and the PDF-1206 scanner detected viable 

amounts of microwave transmission. These frequency ranges are harmful to synapse 

transmission in the Mammal brain, and can cause many other physical and neurological 

issues as well, given extensive exposure. 

 

Microwave spikes in the client’s bedroom and a ten foot square section of the front of the 

living room were indicative of a phenomenon that only occurs as an after-effect of high-

powered, high-frequency microwave transmission leaving a resonant footprint, suggesting 

the real possibility of a Targeting situation.  Cell transmission clusters atop the 

surrounding tower could conceivably contribute to that, as well.  

 

According to the latest medical research, prolonged exposure to said devices potentially can 

cause a variety of neuropathies and physical deficiencies, including health problems 

relating to kidneys, liver, heart, lungs, and brain.  Microwave transmission within these 

ranges have been linked to some forms of cancer and leukemia, heart attack and stroke, 

and can cause auditory and visual hallucination, as it has an extremely detrimental effect 

upon the frontal lobe of the brains of all mammals. 

 

As of now, the cause would be considered Industrial and artificially produced, and the 

symptoms suffered by the Client to be induced by a genuine ELF/modulation transmission, 

triggering a condition referred to as electromagnetic hypersensitivity syndrome, otherwise 

known in medical circles as Idiopathic Environmental Intolerance.  The ranges recorded 

were as follows and confirmed: 

 
RF Transmission (Microwave Mid) 3 GHz - 12.5 GHz 
RF Transmission (Microwave Low) 900 MHz - 3 GHz 
RF Transmission (UHF) 300 MHz - 1 GHz 
RF Transmission (VHF) 30 MHz - 300 MHz 
RF Transmission (HF) 100 kHz - 70 MHz 
RF Transmission (VLF) 3 kHz - 3 MHz 
RF Transmission (Microwave High) 12.5 GHz - 26.5/33/40 GHz  

 

IR (Infrared) Detection Meters, IR Laser, Diodes, Thermal Imaging, small metal and 
alloy detection all Negative. 
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We searched for all the above threats at the client’s home, and premises.   No 
apparent or latent threats were observed and/or discovered. The Client had no 
indications of trace eavesdropping devices.  

 

RF/Microwave Video Detection: 

Battery, AC, DC, and Solar powered video transmitters will be searched for. 434MHz, 
Channel 14-59 Novice Devices, 897-1999 MHz part 15 mill watt to 5 watt, 1.2GHz 50 MW to 
5 watt, 2.4 GHz part 15, 90 to 5 watt, 5.8GHz, AC Video Powered Transmission, 1.7 GHz 
Broad Spectrum, all Asian, European and US Common Wireless Video Devices.  Digital 
frequencies and WI-FI devices were checked for also.      

 
 
*FLIR THERMAL DIGITAL IMAGERY: A thermal imaging device was utilized to scan for 
heat signature threats. All battery-operated devices, AC outlets and electrical hubs were 
scanned and cleared of threats.    
 
Services Performed: “The Sweep” 
 
Our services were performed on a three (3) tier for safety and security.   
 
Level One: We checked for all low-level common surveillance devices and internet kit form 
eavesdropping devices. AM/FM Transmitters, common recorders, etc.  
 
Level Two:  We tested for mid- to upper-level eavesdropping devices that could have been 
either self-engineered or developed by a national or international entity.  
 
Level Three:  We tested for high-level eavesdropping digital and broad spectrum devices that 
could have been either self-engineered or developed by a national or international entity.  
 
The technical concern is the hard wiring (electrical wiring for lighting, intercom, speakers and 
intercom system vulnerabilities as well as free air transmissions from hit devices.  
 
The sweep and the components of the sweep are classified into four threat levels—threat level 
1 being the lowest and threat 4 being the highest. To determine a threat level, the client must 
establish the nature of the core activity together with the vulnerability of or the susceptibility to 
an attack and the motives thereof.  
 
SWEEP COMPONENTS  
 
There are two overall topics that are encompassed in every sweep. The level of threat 
determines the number of components of each sweep topic. The basic sweep topics are: 1) free 
air sweep (This sweep identifies transmitting energy that are on frequencies that are not 
assigned by the FCC for the geographic location.) and 2) hard wire sweep (This sweep 
identifies transmissions that are foreign to overall wiring system).  
 
I. FREE AIR SWEEP  
 
We performed a free air sweep of the target areas that covers the frequency range of 1 MHz to 



18,000 GHz to ascertain if there are any suspicious signals in that frequency range occurring in 
the target areas.  
 
This sweep captures all transmission energies (un-demodulated) in and out of the target area 
and will be compared to the FCC frequency designations for the frequency energy. These 
frequency energies located and identified in the target area will be compared to the frequency 
energy and frequency ranges, not only assigned by the FCC, but also to the frequency 
transmissions that are in the “open air,” i.e. approximately ½ mile outside of the target building. 
These “open air” transmissions and corresponding frequencies were logged into the computer 

 

CELL PHONE GSM/CDMA/ CHECK,,,,,,,,,,,,Clear 

2G,3G, 4G/4G Lite digital signals were checked.  

Infinity transmitters, drop in relay VOX recorders, slave line analysis, Time Domain 
Reflectometry, junction box searches and video/audio room analysis. A TDR test down the 
phone lines were performed and there were no breaks or interruptions.        

 

COMMENTS: 

Client has been advised on further devices and materials that will help to block the 
detected transmissions, and word of these findings have been submitted to the 
Environmental Protection Agency in Minnesota in order to seek assistance with a 
governmental body and attempt to replicate the same results.  Formal requests about 
Federal operations in the area have been submitted to DEA, ATF, and FBI offices in 
that state as well, and the FCC and FAA will be contacted regarding assistance with 
determining who the drones belong to, as it was almost certainly a small craft that 
carried the source of the modulations.  Investigation into the matter continues as of 
today. 

We searched for many of the widely used eavesdropping devices, electronic harassment 
devices and psychotropic electronic devices used thought-out the world. We did not find 
and indication or reference of any of these aforementioned tribulations present at your 
home.      

We would like to thank you for your business by allowing us to perform our investigative TSCM 
services.  If you would like any more information in regards to this report, please call me 
personally at my office at: (224)470-9056.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Edward D. Leszynski 

Investigator Badge #380  

Special Solutions Ltd., Chicago, Illinois 
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